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TO1 FAX NUMBER PHONE NUMBER

Mr. Peter 0. McCabe 202-502-1755 202-502-1820
Secretary
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure
Administrative Office of the United States Courts

FROM David B.,Walker PHONE NUMBER 202.719.3578

DATE February 17, 2004 PAGES TO FOLLOW 3

USER NsIUM91BER 9183 CLIENT NUMBER 78869.0003

4ESSAGE

Please accept the attached Opposition to Proposed Fedeial Rule of Appeate Procedure 32.1.

Please contact the undersigned with any questions.

Please contact 202-719-3578 if you do not receive this facsimile In Its entirety.

Confidentlality Note: The information contained in this facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential

Information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not

the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copy of this facsimile message

is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify U5 by telephone and

return the original message to us at the address above via the United States Postal Service. Thankyou.
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February 17,2004

Mr. Peter G. McCabe
Secretax 

;

Crmmittee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

Administrative Office of the United States Courts

Washington, D.C. 20544

Re: Opposition to Proposed Federal Rule of Appelate Procedure 32.1

Dear Mt. McCabe:

The undersined former law clerks of the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit songly oppose tle adoption of proposed Feder Rule of Appellate Procedure 32.1. Each

of the.undersigned previously served as a law clerk to a.Judge on the Federal Circut, a-position that

involved performing legal research in support of the Judicial decision maling process, as well as

assistng the Judges in reviewing the briefs and records on appeal far cases pending before the Court

and in preparing the first draft of nonprecedeatial and precedennial opinions. As such, we are well

positioned to comment on the potential affect of the proposed Rule 32.1 on the efficient and timely

administration of justice before the Federal Circuit;

As explained in more detail below, the proposed rule, which would allow the citation of

nonprecedential dispositions before the United States Courts of Appeals, would adversely affect the

administration of justice by, inter afia, causing the misallocation of judicial resources, delaying

issuance of precedential opinions, increasing the issuance of judgments without an accompanying

opinion, and otherwise unnecessarily burdening lirganis with, for example, additional (and

unfruitfl) research. At a minimum, 'we believee that the decision of whether nonprecedential

opinions may be cited (by courts and ligants) should be lift to the sound discretion of each circuit

court as provided for in their respective local rules.

If implemented, proposed Rule 32.1 wil cause the Courts of Appeals to insallocate their

already scarce resources. The Federal Circuit cturently designates certain opinions as

nonprecedential because of its large, and very complex, caseload, which includes some of the most

difficult cases (eg., patent appeals) heard by the Courts of Appeals, and because it simply is not

possible to issue a precedential opinion in every appeal. Mortover, because some of the issues are

subject to de novo renew, it is not at all uncommon that the decisions in those cases aze inherently

factbound. This reduces dramaticaly the precedental value of such decisions. Significantly, the

practice of issuing nonprecedential opinions permits the Judges of that Court to focus their efforts

on writing authoritative and comprehensive opinions in important and precedent-settig cases.

These precedential opinions, which require a great deal of effort, careful consideration, close

attention to the precise wording of the opinions and detailed research, provide crucial and binding

gaidance on broader issues of law to the lower tribunals and agencies fiorn which the Federal Circuit

hears appeals. Nonprecedendal opinions do not require the same amount of rime or effort because

they do not constitute binding precedent and, therefore, can be prepared more quickly without

concern about their impact on future cases. Ordinarily, they ate relatively short because they are
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written for the parties (who already know the televant facts), provide only an abbreviated review of

such facts and the law, and provide a method for pompt dispoition of cases while briefy

explaining the Cours rationgle. In short, nonprecedential opinions do not contain new legal

principles and add little, if any, clarity to the body of the law.'

Furthernore, Proposed Rule 32.1 would have the undesirable effect of retroactively

permitting citation of nonprecedenial opinions previously issued by the Federal Circui and other

Courts of Appeals, despite the previous tules in some of the circuits barring their citation. As

discussed-above, such nonprecedential &pinions were not prepared with the same degree of care and

consideration for their impact on futare cases as precedenial opinions. As a result, "morphing'

these opinions into citable precedent was never intended by certain of the circuits in which they-

were issued. This conversion could have unforeseen effects on the deveopment of the law when

zealous advocates seek to extend the application of nonprecedential opinions to different factual

situations. Because the extensive body of non-precedential opinions previously issued by the Courts

'of Appeals cannot be corrected to rectify this problem, particular care should be taken to avoid the

detrimental retroactive application of any new rule.

Although the Advisory Comnmttee believes that the proposed rule will not affect the

allocation of judicial resources because each circuit may detertnine by local rule that nonprecedential

opinions do not constitute binding precedent, we respectfrlly believe that the Advisory Committee

is incouect. We axe convinced tat the Judges of the Courts of Appeals will devote more of their

scarce tme and resources to the writing of nonprecedential opinions if they may be cited and relied

upon by both litigants and lower tribunals. Even if a local rule states that such opinions are not

binding, litigants and lower taibunals will naturally think that statements by three circuit judges are

deserving of significant weight when, in fact, nonprecedentidal opinions are deserving of no weight.

Even if the Committee is correct, there is little benefit and potentially significant confusion in

creating a rule where Courts of Appeals must permit citation of nonprecedential opinions but can

selectively and nonuniformly deterine what weight those opinions Will have once cited. This

would lead to the same inconsistency among the Courts of Appe and difficulties for attoreys

practicing before multiple circuits that the proposed rule seeks to rectify. To the extent that the

Courts of Appeals are to have discretion over the weight th be assigned to nonprecedental opinions,

they should also be able to entirely bar their citation to avoid misguided research into opinions that

can be cited but will not given any precedential weight.

When the Judges inevitably devote more time to the wriing of nonprecedential opinions,

this will cause one or more, and most likely all, of the following to occur: (1) delay in the issuance of

nonprecedential opinions, (2) delay in the issuance of, and/or the devotion of less time to,

precedential opinions, and (3) an increase in the issuance of judgments without an opiion. Based

on out erperience, all three of these outcomes are unwarranted and should not be promoted without

a compelling benefit, which has not been demonstrated.

Finally, we believe the ptoposed rule will also negatively affect litigants because their counsel -

will feel compelled, and perhaps will be compelled by ethics rules, to expand signifcantly the scope

of their research to include nonprecedential opinions. Such expanded research will significantly

'Pursmuat to Federal Circuit Rule 47.6(c), within 60 days of the issuance of a nonprecedential opinion, any person (and

not just the parties) may request tiat the Federal Circuit e-issue the opinion in ptecedenvial f&nn.
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increase litigation costs with no benefit to the litigants. (n this regard, the Federal Circuit has issued

many thousands of nonprecedential opinions since its inception in October 1982.) In addition,

nonprecederuial opinions are ltatder, and often more expensive, to locate then precedential

opiions. As a result the proposed rule would fxavor litigants with greater resources and impose

signifcant disadvantages on poor litigants not only rough increased costs but aso becaue of

resulting delays i-the issuance of opinions that woud, n some cases, include m et awards or

oher relief.

Thlbnk you for your tine and consideration of these comments.

Respectful tted,

ervf P. A ot6n

Mark R.W. Belleraunr.
Scott R. Boalick
Eric W. Dittmanan
A. Bryan Endres
Timothy R. Holbrook

J. Dana Hubbard
Sharon A. Israel
Stephen T. Karninsid
Robert G. Kramer
Tani IC Lefko
Lily Urn

Jates P. Longfellow
Scott M. McCaleb
MichaelJ. McKeon
Michael R. O'Donnell
Elizabeth Miller Roesd
W. Chad Shear
Eugene R. Sullivan II
David B. Walker
Katherine E. White
Kristin L. Yohannan


